
Mini Musicals  
Terms and Conditions 2021 
Smofa, Skaraborgs Musical and Film Academy, in the following named “Smofa”

1. Application 

1.1.The Contest is open to all writers and/or composers, no matter of age, gender, place of 
residence or amount of experience.


1.2.Only original written music and test in English or Swedish will be accepted.


1.3.Only online applications will be accepted. Please submit all applications and materials to 
info@minimusicals.net


1.3.1.A complete application includes:


1.3.1.1. A completed script which contains stage directions and character 
descriptions (DIN A4, 11pt, just PDF). Script requirements are:


1.3.1.1.1.The Mini-Musical shall not be longer than 5 minutes with a minimum 2 
original compositions and/ or songs showing different musical styles. 


1.3.1.1.2.No more than 2 female or 2 male defining characters (or up to maximum 
of 4 performers and diverse defining characters).


1.3.1.1.3.The Topic of the contest is “Alone on Earth“ and the story shall take place 
between the years 1910 and 1970.


1.3.1.2. A musical recording (fully produced or low quality recording; format: wav, 
mp3, wma, aac or ogg). Please be aware that you do not need to send in a 
fully produced recording of the music. The recoding is needed to gain an 
insight of the material for the jury.


1.3.1.3. A signed statement of agreement that you accept the terms and conditions 
and follow the contest rules (PDF-file the you will find on our homepage or it 
can be requested via email info@minimusicals.net).


1.4.All contestants confirm with their signature that they own all legal rights as film and stage 
rights as well as publishing rights to all their compositions and texts (original music and 
original texts). An adaptation of music and/ or texts are just allowed if they follow 
regulations for Swedish and European law. Texts and/ or music which are not owned by 
the writer/ composer are not allowed in the contest.


1.5.All contestants confirm with their signature that their texts and/ or music sent in to the 
contest has not been shown on stage, in film, online or not published in an other way. 
Texts and/ or compositions shall not be a part of a show, film or production which can be 
shown and/ or published in the future. All contestants confirm that Smofa gets all required 
rights such as film and stage rights as well as publishing rights to the script (including 
texts and music) no matter if they win. The contestants content shall not be owned by third 
parties nor shall third parties have valid access to the contesters content.


1.6.The completed script and music for the Mini Musical - Alone on Earth contest must be 
received by April 30th 2021 11.59 pm latest. No extension will be granted.


2. CHOICE OF WINNER 

2.1.After the 30th April the winner will be chosen by a jury (selected by Smofa).


2.1.1.Smofa reserves the rights to not select a winner or announce more than one winner 
(see paragraph 8). The winner gets 10 000 Swedish Crowns and the winners original 
script will be filmed produced by Smofa. All rights of the winning writers and/ or 
composers script will be transferred to Smofa. The prize money is the payout for all the 
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rights of the writers and/ or composers winning script. No further monetary or any 
other claims can be exerted or enforced to Smofa. With the signature of the Statement 
of Agreement everybody agrees to these terms.


3. PRODUCING OF THE WINNERS MINI MUSICAL FILM 

3.1.Smofa will produce and film the winning work.


3.2.Smofa reserves the rights to adapt the winners script together with the writer and/ or 
composer. 


3.3.The cast and creative team for the filming will be chosen by Smofa.


3.4.Smofa holds the right to decide when and where the filming will happen.


3.5.Smofa holds the right to decide about the orchestration of the music. Smofa holds the 
right to decide on the filming schedule and set.


3.6.The writers and/ or composers are allowed to visit the rehearsals and/ or filmset but do not 
have any rights to influence the process of filming or directorial choices. Smofa does not 
take over costs for travel nor accommodation.


3.7.Smofa is responsible for post filming process.


4. SHOWING OF THE WINNERS MINI MUSICAL FILM 

4.1.Smofa shows the film when it is completed. Smofa holds the full rights for publishing and 
showings of the Mini Musical film. This includes online showings. 


4.2.Smofa holds the rights to show the Mini Musical film at festivals and similar events.


4.3.Smofa publishes the writers/ composers name. This includes press releases.


4.4.For possible income from these events and showings paragraph 2 takes place.


5. GUARANTY 

5.1.All contestants guarantee that they worked themselves  on the texts and composing.


6. PERSONAL INFORMATION 

6.1.Smofa will not share personal information such as contact details or other personal details 
without consent of the participant.  We are following GDPR (General Data Protection 
Regulations) compliance principles.


7. SPECIAL TERMS 

7.1.Smofa holds the rights to change these terms and conditions.


7.2.All changes need to be written.


7.3.Changes will be made by Smofa only.  


7.4.Smofas board of directors is based in Karlsborgs Kommun, Västra Götalands län, Sweden. 
Swedish law applies. In case of disagreement Skaraborgs tingsrätt is to be called.


7.5.In case of unpredictable events Smofa holds the right to change the terms and conditions. 
This includes unpredictable events such as covid-19 pandemic.


8. SEVERABILITY CLAUSE 

8.1.All terms are independent of one another so that the rest of the contract will remain in 
force should a court declare one or more of its provisions void or unenforceable. 


Karlsborg, 2021-01-06

Mini Musicals produced and initiated by Smofa - Skaraborgs Musical and Film Academy, Flygfältsvägen 29, 54630 Karlsborg, Sweden. info@smofa.se 
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